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A b i t r e c t

The QCD-basad approach to the resonance physics pro-

posed earlier is extended to cover the p-cu mixing pro-

blem, /вв—eensitie^ (я/two—point function relevant to the pro-

blem with account of nonperturbative contributions4 'It ГБ

shown that virtual photon excnanges alone can not explain the

observed value of the nixing parameter. The phenomenon gets

a natural explanation if one assumes a large isotopic sym-

metry violation xn the mechanical quark masses, (m^ - m ^ ) /

(m
d
 + TH.J_ ) ~0.3. This number is close to that resulting

from the well-known pseudoscalar meson analysis. Unlike the

latter, т/ош? result, however, does not assumeV an eiacx

aymmetry in vacuum-to-vacuuje matrix elements.
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in this paper we will apply QCI> sum rules to the

problem of the p-U> mixing. Tae purpose is twofold.

Hirst, the sum rules reflect tae structure of tile funab-

aental Lagrangxan and. we will prooe in this way tne mechanism

, of the isotopic symmetry oreaKixig. Second, tne sum rules are

interesting on their own ri^nt. In particular, it was argued.

i_n our earlier papers~
 J
 that- the sum rules are powerful

enough to fix the properties of a single resonance.

further example extends unaerstandins; of tae QGD ajnamics.

'fhe basic idea behind the sum rules is to relate reso-

nances to the vacuum structure of QCD. To this end

no-point functions of various currents are conside-

red. On one hand, the two-point functions are given oy general

dispersion relations in teriis of observable cross sections.

On the other hand, at large space.l.ike Q~ one can use the Wil-

son operator expansion to find them in

tjerms of the vacuum-to-vacuum matrix elements. Equating; tne

Хшо representations gives the sum rules.

At large Q ji]. the operators escert for the unit one

are inessential. Thus, large Q^ are a reign of asymptotic

freedom
 L
 * . Diminishing Q corresponds to probing larger

distances, ^ur guess is that it is power terms ~ Q * ^

that come into the game and break asymptotic freedom. This

happens at such Q^ that are sensitive to a single resonance.

le have checked the schema in a number of examples .

The procedure is standard in the sense that changing tne

current and, therefore, resonances under consideration

•odifies the sum rules in a well-defined way. There axe se-

veral key parameters which have been extracted from the

data. These are the effective coupling constant oL and t



тасишг expectation values, say, <~0\ 4t** <*>*
J
' / where £?».*

13 -:he .jluon field surensrch censor.

All the parameters being fixed in advance, she p-«J mi-

xing sum rules are nothing else but a reiteration of the

roll-developed procedure. To avoid repetitions we refer the

reaaer to papers L ' for details of the approaca.

Still, any particular example has its own pecularities

and. the main results of this paper are due то specific

features of the О -«*> mixing.

First, as mentioned above the mixing is sensitive со

the isotopic symmetry breaking. Our conclusions are:

a) Vii/tual electromagnetic interaction alone is far too

wear to be responsible for the observed p-Cc

nixing.

o) Therefore, one is forced to introduce rather large

ieotopic symmetry violation in the bare quark masse&

30 that ( **-j - « w j / f W j + JK^ ) ~ O. 3 .

These conclusions are in fall accordance with the current

ideas on the issue (for a recent review see Esf. 3 ). It

ta important, however, that they are reached in a different

way.

Moreover the SUM rules provide information on the violation

of isotopic symmetry in the vacuum expectation values of the

quaric fields, i.e. on the difference

i " 1 t

We estimate this difference following the idea of smooth ma~

tcning of the light and heavy quark techniques ̂
lb
l The results

confirm the expectations and this is the main lesson as far

as "internal" problems of the su* rules are concerned.

After these preliminary remarks let us proceed to a



detailed consideration. Sirst, we will derlTe the sum rules.

fben introduce in Sect. ? the related phenomenology of the

л _co mixing. Sect. 5 contains the numerical results and

Sect. 4 is devoted to a discussion of the results.

L. Sum Bui BE

Proceeding in a standard way «• -* we introduce first

the two-point function associated with the p-U) mi Ting;

- i j

•here the currents -j
 f
'̂*"' refer to the corresponding

pieces of the electromagnetic current:

In the limit of an ezact isotopic syametiy fl ve-

nishes identically and we turn to the terms in the Xagran-

gian which differentiate between the a and cl quarks. There

are two such pieces: electromagnetic interactionsand the

aass terms.

Moreover, the symmetry violations are manifested in

the sum rules in twc different ways. First, via the operator

expansion coefficients end, second, via the matrix elements

involved. TUe distinction is meaningful since the expansion

coefficients can be found explicitly, As for the matrix ele-

ments we are forced to rely either on additional assumptions

or independent experimental data to get the estimates.

It is important therefore that the dominant effect ie

associated with an operator expansion coefficient. Thie is



*7he reason we ere aole to get estimates without introducing

•jay aevr parameter.

We Steep in tiie sum rules the unit operator and two

first power terms, of order Q""
4
 and Q""

3
 respectively. The

relevant graphs are depicted in Figs. 1-5- Graphs in Fig.

1,2 contribute to the unit operator while graphs 3-5 specify

the power terms. The leading power term, ~* Q , is asso-

ciated with graph at Fig. 3 while graphs 4,5 give ri3e to

che Q contribution.

Graphs 1-й- contain explicit photon exchange or aass

insertion an dare responsible for a manifest synme.try vio-

lation in the operator expansion coefficients. As for the

graph in Fig. 5 the symmetry violation is accumulated in

the corresponding vacuum-to-vacuum matrix element.

It is convenient to separate from the very beginning

the ^raph in Pig. 2. Indeed, its contribution is just

proportional to the product П ^ Л and can be consistent-

ly isolated botb in the theoretical and experimental analy-

sis.

As for the other contributions one explicitly finds

for the corresponding pieces in

(note that we introduce the factor 12 to compensate for

the numerical factors entering the definition of the currents)!

The unit operator (see graphs la,b)

3 MJ- - ntl

and



ад с aerator (graph 3?

( 5 )

Toe а Гщ Q Га. operator (graphs 4)

f 1.
Иге Я,^%%^% operator (graphs 5)s

Нвз?е ее introduced the notation Qf~ = -ч^^. Moreover, Г

stands symbolically for any combination of the Dirac and
a.

color matrices, t ( &- = l, £, ,.« 8} are the Gell-Baan

SU(3) matrices actias in *be color space and normalised by

the condition I t l_~t*"t )= £o . (The quarfc-gluon

vertex is of fche form Ji Ipfct* f £jt unere У and
VLc are the quark and §1аод fields respectively^

«Ij, == Q
s
 /ЧТГ.) Both the coupling constant ef'g and

the operators are normalized at the (Euclidean]; pô _at Q.

The vacuum averaging is understood in eqs. (5) - (5).

Adding all the pieces together we get a QCD represen-

tation for the f}
(
f^ which is valid for large Q

2
 siace

we neglect higher orders in <"Г
2

9
 Equating it to the general

dispersion representation we come to the sum rulee.

Btor the pr^cstical purposes it is convenient to Intro-



duce tbe first Borel transform of the polarization ope-

(6)

Cue can show that under transfoxiBation (6) (/u /Q^J goes

into . .. (/«/M ) • Moreover, the dispersion represen-

tation ie transformed into

A more detailed description of the procedure can be found

In Bef * lb. Here we write out directly the resulting sum

rule*

(7)

*«S(M)

In deriving this sum rule we omitted various small and in-

essential pieces (see e.g. eq. (1)). All the operators

in. oq. C?) are normalized at a." fi"1.



Sum rules (7) axe a starting point for the analysis

of the present paper and let us add a few words on their de-

rivation. First, we changed the normalization point Q to

/U ~ 9-
 1
 where E is the confinement radius* The reason is

that estimates of the matrix elements
 L
 refer to a low

normalization point. Moreover, changing the normalization

point we neglect some factors which are associated with

che operator miring and sicall numerically (for an explicit

demonstration of similar results and farther detaile see

3efs. 1 ).

The matrix elements of the four-fenBton operators are

svaluated within the hypothesis of the dominance of the

vacuun intermediate state:

<oi~u- Vu, п, Г и- - A rd A

Г*)] (

which is substantiated in sect. IV of fief. ̂
b
 .

Finally, we introduced the following notation:

(в)
where Л it some mass to be specified below.

Although eq. (7) looks very similar to the correspon-

ding sum rules for the p meson (see Hef. lc) there

is an important change in the role of various terms *>-nrf we

proceed to explain this.

The point is that the first power correction normalised

to the perturbation theory tena, oC
/
/i6vr

2>
 , is much stran-

ger in the case considered. Indeed, let us accept for a mo-

ment the estimates of the quark masses favoured in literature,



<*• - nt \ Kol'xu. -f&A \O> \ ̂ - i.o-Ao Gfi.V (9)

Substitute this estimate into eq. t7) and compare it to the

first tei» in the expansion. Aa is readily seen the "correc-

tion
1
' becomes 30% of the "leading' term already at

It ia clear» on the other band, that to be sensitive to a

single resonance we must go to m ~* m
P
 > not 8 ш

а
 .As

for И
2
 ^ M

2
 .. given by eq. (10) the вша rules are domi-

nated by a continuum contribution into the poysxcal егозе

section.

Thua, as far as the P-oj "П^^е is concerned che unit

operator does not dominate and the power correction becomes

a leading contribution. The unit term is due to virtual

electromagnetic interactions while tb- power correction is

due to the mass insertions. Thus, symmetry breaking in masses

is йоге important than virtual electromagnetic interactions.

The reader may have noticed that we assume first that

the quark mass difference is large and conclude on its im-

portance afterwards. We could reverse the procedure! how-

ever. Bamely, we can Iceep the mass difference as a free pa-

rameter, choose Иг ~ vTn
 }
 saturate the sum rules by P, со

end convince ourselves that the experimental data do require

a large power correction since the unit term is too small.

Although it is encouraging to confire a strong symmet-

ry violation in the n
f
 d quark masses this fact implies

soee setback for the son rules as well. The matter ia that

we always keep two terns in the expansion: the leading one

end the first correction. This ensures a control over the



accuracy of the results obtained. Since toe unit term ±e

at no value in the case considered we must include the

next power correction. Then comparing the first terms

in the expansion would determine the realistic ¥Г
(jr
^

t

where we oust stop our calculation* The problem is that

the next term in the expansion comes mostly from the sym-

metry violation in the matrix elements (see eqs . (7)>(8)) and

we have ao firm basis to find it. In the next sectior we

will try an educated guess on that.

2. Matrix elements

The r.h.s. of eq. (7) depends on a number of parameters:

quark masses, vacuum expectation values, <C0 i ̂ yt'l^^* >
 t i l e

value ot A, , Here we will specify these parameters.

The estimates of the quark masses are in fact well-

-known and we reproduce them just for the sake of complete-

ness. The starting point is the PCAC relation

u. to -i-cU io> -- j-
w
 *„ .

 (11)

Moreover, generalizing eq. (11) tc the c<ise of SD(3) symmet-

ry and including the electromagnetic corrections ĝ «» iias to the

first order in the mechanical quark masses:

Неге С is u S0(3) invariant mass parameter a/.d J^B denote

the finite electromagnetic self-energy contributions to the



masses. Using the current algebra technique one can show

that
 J

«nich ioplies in •turn

As for the coupling constant our choice is

which corresponds to e($ (%/t*
c
 )= 0,2 extrapolated formally

to the point /U ~ (0.2 GeV) by means of the renormali-

zation group equations. Moreover, for o^
s
 = 0.7 we take

(Шц • m
d
) ^ = 11 Kev

or *0|(^<у
л
№> =-(0.25 Gev)

5
 .

These are standard estimates which are used through

the papers'- -I . ffe have had the opportunity, therefore, to

check that this Set of parameters works well.

As for the parameter A. (see eq. (8)) it is new and

we would speculate that

A ~ 200 MeV . (13)

The guess is inspire
d
 by matching of the light and heavy

quark techniques discussed in Eef. lb . It is argued here

that the matrix elenents for light and heavy quarks are

close to each other for a (fictitious) quark of mass around

200 IfeV. This value of mass is determined theoretically and

we convinced ourselves that it does allow to find, eay,

^0[\%[0> in terms of <0 \Q^ £//№>.

How we try a similar trick to calculate the difference



Introduce to this end two(auxUiary) heavy quarks with the

KESE difference as vhe u and d quarks. Then the vacuum

expectation values <^<pfor these ouaxJcs can be evaluated by

expanding in the inverse quark mass in terns of v. Ц / »

< ц
 %
 у . Moreover, we expect that for quarks of паев ~

200 Me? the result is close to the case of light quarks. In

way we come to sq. (15).

ITms. we nave all the numbers fixed and sum rules (7)

(14)

tS.5l-iO ( „I J - 1.19-Ю

The first tsrm in the r.h,s. crreaponds to virtual electro-

megnetic interaction, the second term is expected to dominate

in tha resonance region (i.e. for U «- и?, ) while the third

term represents tbe correction. The calculation becomes onre-

liable at such К that the correction competes vith the lea-

ding t-arm. We see that at 1Г s 0.6 GeV^ the correction

amounts to A0% of the leading term. This is a strong argument

in favor of the estimates used. Indeed, this is an Indication

that the scale of the structure in the cross section is -*

0.6 GeV , in full accordance with the experimental value of the

_£> mass (note that in no place we introduce the p Bass

"oy hand").

Now, that the r.h.s. of the sum rules is cospletely

specified and looks very reasonable.turn to the l.h.s. which

is contributed by the resonances.

13



3. Phenomenology

Рог Hi ** B p the вша rules are dominated by the

p>j CO aesons and we turn to a discussion of the phenomeno-

logy of the mixing. Standard equations are well-known (see

for example the Feynman's lecturesL^J ) and we just review

them. The central point is that in the case considered we

oust go somewhat beyond the standard phenomenology.

The mixing parameter £ is usually defined as

U>=COa -t £j>o 9 f-f° -
&сп
°,

where o>o P
o
 are pure I = 0,1 states. The mixing is rela-

tively large because the masses are close to each others

where о aa> is a nondiagonal mass - a true measure of

the isotopic symmetry breaking. Moreover, I w and Г/э

stand for the total widths of the cj a.id P mesons

respectively. The values of £ and Ou<& can be deter-

mined directly by measuring the P"1^ interference. Let us

only recall the reader that we account for the p-*y-»to

transition separately:

so that this piece must be subtracted from the experimental

number prior to comparing it to the theoretical prediction.

la deriving eq. (16) we used the SU(5) relations

•_/» - ж
 w % 9cu ~ ̂ 9/> •

 T o e
 Phase of the mixing parameter

S is measured experimentally in the e
+
e~ —>~JT

+
Jf ~ anni-

iilatioc. It turned out to be close to 90° which corresponds



to

S
f
u> < о .

is for the absolute magnitude of o^a» there are two sour-

ces of experimental informations e
+
e~ annihilation and diffra-

ction production of the _p, "* • The former case is most

straightforward but the latter one is studied better experi-

mentally. The results are as follows:

Г =
OncO

-(ЗЮо ±
(diffraction L bJ ) (17a)

-(57oo i 2ooo)lieV2

(e
+
e~ annihilation^

7
-
1
 ) (17b)

We will use eg. (17a) since the statistical error is aaaller

in this case while additional assumptions needed to extract

this number from experiment seem reliable.'

Computing cfpo, - <$e*> ( 9-*~){~-ъсо) we find for the dimen-

aionless combination «rhich is most relevant to the sum rules:

(8.18 £ 0.66) lo~^ (diffraction)

(18a)

(13.9 - 4.4) lo"1* (e+e~ annihila-

tion)

Here 4o and

constants:

... «-

4 W stand for the V O and Yco transition

«nd m^ = (и^
 + Ш

2 ^ j
/ 2 > l n d e r i v i n g e q

(16), (17) and ̂  = 3 ^
 ;
 ^ / / ^ У ^$.*i.

So far we discussed the standard definitions. Kow, as

to the specific features. The point is that the sum rules view

j>-co system from the distance of order 2m\ . Рог



.r.ie w a s o a «h= cirrous,;;:; •.•>' ••".-.• j." и; огаачс-а : ^ a o t cc-

. ж и с с . i . : .,• '-> -'• °'-*t 3 X 1 . . ' C i ' o ! • j - . , : .•_ •; > : . . i . : " d i T . i i i - , ' i . r p - . . - ' • : : - - > - •

T e c h n i c a l l y , ':hi.«s i a --....-.•.• .г ;>ЭСЙ>,' i a р

t h e PjO-J coAt-ribas.L^ni. ' o .:••.•_ sui: r-.i.

a g t i s a c ; 3 o f tr.-, •?-.,.- л • - .-.

senswer does сой ссгю..ап ?.ьс . '̂Г,

I t JBSailSj i n t u r u , tjaat wi- :.-i:?-;

i:*-.

~ •'•••

Йе a r e going so етоги. ; J • ;••; •';

C e r t a i n l y j i a She r e a l xor l . i • •- r:i.ci.;_/, ; . : ; i .5 , : tor £ i e

i e t e r o i x i t d aat;.irel,y by t,Ci- •" » . .

However, a " t r u a " рагуиес^г . uiir- 1О:,^^,:.-О^А_ IKI-;1 O'/; •> -"'ГЬ'

ncthajig ico do witfa ti).e resonea-;'- «s'i Ith.i - i t : s . senc.t • \ ..

OHJ.J- t o t h e SjdHmetry bri2a.fc.: rj '.y^.^-'.r:, .•..,_. • •:• 7'.res;u:,;.b"i;r

the eame i n zhc r e a l wcr.ld an,; in -=r. iavecUiSi" оа-з Tlrh th-.

j*>U> widths "tiwitciied off" . Sir.o* n. :.:- juct- she 6r.; .

not £, , t h a t wate rs i;he ±.IT< хъЛ -.:. , L~.: :еч..ь I^pitis.-v(?

t o approx imate t h e f\. i<J c-ontr ib ' j t icns by rba c o r r e s p o n d ! ; ! ?

poles:

We reaind that the P and <<J r e s i d u e s " ' ' , -i'^'Viv'c

and £ ' ( УУj> ) , do a o t c c i r . c i i : j e s a c t l y wi th each o t b e r ,

I t i s coflvenient t o iati-od.-ci- :h= f o l l t v^n^ " o r a t i o n s :

ж) In the real world 4'Г~ Ы1)о(ъ-г*'о } i s г в у1ас^. • :- я •; .>n-

tribution of the trwo-pion interniediatc sr,ate ала

f fw^/0 fs" "C ) i s reFla- .. .1 b/ a cent vibutian of LL«

tkree-pion iateraiediata state,



(2o)

J С"'
A simple relation exists between d and measurable

яЬеге

and У is defined in eq. (18). On the other iiand the

parameter B> measures the mass dependence of -z'
! J

 .

Substituting eq. (19) into the sum rale (»4) and expandins

ib C^
0
»

2
) -

 m
fj -

 a
^o <

5Д
е finds (to the leading order

in <Tm
2
):

. (22)

This is our final result for the resonance contribution.

It might worth emphasizing that partial cancellation

between the P, со does not imply of course that the hy-

pothesis on the о, со dominance is unreasonable. Generally

speaking it is justified to the same extent as the P domi-

nance in ths similar sum rules for the polarxzation opera-

tor 11 .In the latter case the experimental data

do confirm the hypothesis in a direct way while now we have to re-

h'T-atheron intuition than on the data.

One can consider A in. eq. (22) as a fit parameter

but it is tempting to speculate on the value of A basing



on the experience with the sum rules
 L
 К

Jhe Doiat ia that earlier we have calculated the P^
.- -i ^

К ^P coupling constants'- •*. The pole residues nonaalized

to their SDT3) values satisfy the relation

J>

ishere V-j*} &~*, 'f and the definition of -^^VJ i s analogous

to that of j<T*> , say, ^ П ( ^ ^ 'jT ̂ ^ <f (S- f Jj , say, ^ П ^ ^ jT ̂ <f (S««

In fact this is not a rigourous relation but it holds to a

good accuracy numerically. Naturally enough, we would like

to extrapolate eq. (23) to the case of the p , CO .

Then we find:

p - Ya , (24)

which will be tried in the next section.

There is no difficulty of course to generalize the

phenomenology described to include higher resonances, if

these are iept in the sum rules.

4. Numerical Results

We will present the results of two fits: a rough esti-

mate based on additional, although appealing assumptions,

and a sore elaborated version.

First turn to a rough estimate. It seem reasonable to

assume that at

the integral over the spectral density is dominated by the

0 , CO . Then we come to the following relations:



C25)

In deriving thea ire retained only the leading term

~ (и - a^) j<Lo|It u. -t-<î  lо>i in the r.h.s. of the sum

rules (7;. The second relation corresponds to the second,

sun role, which is obtained by differentiating

Се.-
&
/
м
*'Ун,Л

Г
?
ы>
4$ with respect to (-1/^2). First of all,

eqs. (25) show that our ansatz, aq. (г'»), works well» Dsiag

the value of ^ quoted in eq. (18a) yeilds

which is amusingly close to the expectations (see eq.(12)).

The weak point of derivation is a particular choice

of H^, V? = ш~o . The results are sensitive to this choice

and opened to a justified criticism for this reason.

So satisfy the sum rules for an arbitiary M we must

introduce a more elaborated model for the cross section.

Let as try to make it in the simplest and natural «ay.

first of all, tending M^ —з> оо we find

о

«here the right hand side is in fact contributed by the

virtual photon exchange. But, as repeatedly stated above

this is a minor effect. Bq. (23) is a consequence of the

absence of the Q" power term in the operator expansion.

Ниш, it is quite general.

1*1» (26) indicates that we anat introduce higher aeaoas



bo cancel the _,P , Ы contribution. We choose the

яаза of higher aiesons to be

a'
2
 *=• 1.5 «eT

2
 (the J3% a)' region)

Moreover, to account for the electromagnetic contribution

we Introduce the continuum cross section

fix s as 1.8 GeT^. In fact it can Ъе considered

a free parameter. The sum rules in 5he most inhereзfcin.r

"resonance region" M £, 1 GeV~ are insensitive to the

continuum contribution (27). 5ia.ee it is of no inrportnn

we did not play with sQ.

Finally, we come to the sum rule:

c

where the parameters У and £ characterize the mixing

in the p'-Wr region. We expect it to hold in an extended in-

terval of U^. The lower bound of the interval is set by a

"blow up1* of the corrections. Too high values of M are

also unacceptable because the corresponding sum rule would

be dominated by the continuum contribution whose details

are unknown.

H g . 6 displays eq. (28). The solid curve represents

the right-hand side while the dashed one represents the

left-band side with the following set of parameters:



г
 •

We took the value of £ (see eq. (18a)) as indicated by

the data on p?CO diffractive production.

How we are free to choose any M provided that it is

not too small (otherwise higher order power corrections come

into the yaffle). The main lesson of the fit is that introdu-

cing higher iaesons in a reasonable way ire justify tbe rough

estimate presented above. Moreover, the value of the ratio

(ли -лО/Cnij + Шц) is shifted towards the prediction (12).

A slight deviation of the "experimental" curve from the thso-

retical one at M У^, Чт р can be removed by playing with

the continuum model.

Аз mentioned above the data on e"*"e~ annihilation do

not contradict the value of ? accepted in the analysis

described above. They do not rule out, however, the possibi-

lity that £ is somewhat higher.

If we try a higher value of X , eq. (18b), then the

most natural solutioa to the sum rules would be a proportio-

nal increse in the ratio (a. -:O/(m, + ni ). Another, al-

though much less appealing possibility is a substantial en-

hancement of higher states.

To exemplify the possibilities let us mention that for

? =14*10 the sum rulas are satisfied either if

П 0.48
m.

0 1
 i* (m

d
 - в»ц)/С1а

а
 + Шц) is still equal to 0.3 but

j, = 1.095, у = * 0.865, / " = -1.508.



2 2
"She latter alternative implies that even at И ~- m ̂  the

ftu) contribution into the зшв raie (7) is small» £. 20%.

fans, to be sure of the value of (m^ - и
ц
>/(т

(1
 +

it would be important to bare tbe A&) interference

measured in e"*V~ annihilation with a better accuracy.

5. BftscusBion of ths Basalts

We hare introduced a number of parameters and it

night worth twpfr^gj*Ang овсе more thai: the дяти resultB

follow by saturating the sum rules at 11̂  ~ m
 o
 by. p

and it) and keeping the leading theoretical teui which is

«ell-defined. Then there is no parameters left and we imme-

diately cone to the conclusions that:

i> p-w interference is due to the relatively strong

isotopic aymmet.-y breaking: in the quart masses» and

ii) a solution with n^ a 0, m^ •£• О seems to be ruled

out.

thus, the sum rules confirm the current estimates <-£

the quark masses. Conclusion (ii) is of special interest

since OQ s 0 would eliminate some problems with the CP con-

servation in strong interactions 1- •*. But seemingly we must

consider' other alternatives»

Sraloation of toe quark masses does not rely on the

SOO) symmetry and this is the main advantage over the

standard estimate of the same masses. There exist, however,

some specific problems for the SUB rules. She basic problem

is. that J* П*» is not a positive uefinite quantity

and this makes the interpretation of the sum rules less

vmambiguous. Ihue, one can abandon the hypothesis of the

p,U> dominance and still make a balance to the sum rules.

So, we would not like to make an impression that the techni-
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que employed is "better" than the standard oner It is just

very different and the coincidence of the final results tor

the quark masses seems remarkable and supports strongly the

whole picture, to our mind.

Apart from the fundamental problem of the quark masses

we discussed also the mass dependence of the current-meson

coupling constants 4 and the isotopic symmetry viola-

tion in the matrix elements <£o| C<-U. \o>, <io\odlo>,
с fv)

In the former case we checked the guess that д. л» уп.
у

suggested by the sum rules for the j>, К , ¥ -

As for the matrix elements, we rely on ь smooth matching

of the light and heavy quark techniques at an intermediate

quark mass of order 200 MeV. We convinced ourselveB that

the resulting estimate, \*.D\ il u. - d di 0 >/съ ("п. u^o>\ *-1.5 .id~

fits nicely all the machinery.the theorstical part of the

suai rules looks very reasonable under this assumption.

1!o summarize, the sum rules for tne p-co mixing are

a new confirmation of the relevance of Quantum Chromodyna—

mice to the resonance physics.



KLg.4.

Л

a or d

quark

gluon

X

mass

insertion

The p-o> mixing in the operator eaqpansion language.

Fig.l. ̂ e unit operator, irreducible graphs. Fig.2. The unit

operator, a reducible graph. The corresponding contribution is

subtracted from the experimental data. Fig.3- й ш Ш-ОД opera-

tor. Fig«4. The qTqqFq operator arising from a hard photon ex-

change. K.g.5» The qTqqri operator arising from a hard gluon

exchange. The isotopic symmetry breaking in the vacuum-to-

vacuum matrix element is not displayed explicitly .
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POWER TEEMS IHCbtJDED

0.2 L

5 6 7 8

Fig. 6.

The sum rule for the p-OJ miTine. T h e arrow indicates IT

«Here the second power term reaches 3O# ot the first one. For

other explanations see the text.
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